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1. Introduction. In this paper we shall prove some expansion theorems

connected with pairs of so-called adjoint differential operators reducible to

the form

d2 d
(1.1) U = — + b(x)- + c(x)

dx' dx

and

dY d "1
(1.2) 0* = - \--Hx) \ + c(x),

dx \_dx J

on an interval — oo^n^x^r2^oo; the coefficient b(x) is assumed continu-

ous, but not necessarily bounded, in (ru r2), and c(x) is assumed continuous

in [fi, r2]. We shall impose other conditions of a global character on b(x).

(See §2.)
Motivated by applications to diffusion theory, we shall consider (1.1) in

the Banach space C[ri, r2] oi functions continuous on [ru r2] and (1.2) in the

space L(ri, r2) of functions integrable on (ri, r2). More specifically, fi will be

considered as an operator from C[ri, r2] to itself and fi* as an operator from

T.(ri, ri) to itself. For a more detailed discussion of the domains of fi and fi*,

see the end of §2 and §3.

The method we use here, which is entirely real, may be outlined as fol-

lows: we start with (1.1) under boundary conditions of the type (3.3)-(3.5).

Under our restrictions on b(x), we find that the eigenfunctions of fi under the

boundary conditions contain a set orthonormal and complete in a certain

weighted L2 space (§4). To bridge the gap between the Hilbert space and the

Banach spaces we use the theory of semi-groups. Feller [l ] has shown that

to each set of boundary conditions of the type we consider, there corresponds

a semi-group { Tt} which is strongly continuous at t = 0 in the space X given

'by our Definition 5.1 (see our Lemma 5.1). We are able to obtain an expan-

sion for Ttf in terms of the eigenfunctions of fi in X (Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3).

This expansion gives the so-called Dirichlet representation of the semi-group

(see Hille [2, p. 346 and also formulas (21.3.4)-(21.3.6)]). From the strong
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continuity of {Tt} att = 0, we immediately obtain an expansion theorem for

functions fEX (Theorems 5.1-5.3). The results are then extended to include

an expansion theorem for bounded measurable functions (Theorem 5.4). All

of these are expansions in the sense of generalized Abel summability. In §6

we deduce expansion theorems for (1.2) from our previous results.

If d2/dx2 in (1.1) and the term d/dx in brackets in (1.2) have a coefficient

a(x) which is positive and differentiable in (rlt r2), we can reduce a(x) to 1

by the canonical change of variable, v(x) =fx\a(s)~ll2ds. The classification of

boundaries which we state in §2,1-IV for a(x) = 1 can be found for the general

a(x) in [1, §23].

We remark here that if we make the change of independent variable

£(*) =Jx^BMds with B(s) =f'xJb(t)dt in (1.1), then the operator is transformed

into

(1.3) — (e2*™—S) + c(x).
dt\        dz)

In this form it is a special case of the operators considered in [3; 4; 6; 8].

However, we are imposing rather strong restrictions on b(x) and c(x), and the

few results we do use about the operators in the L2 space do not follow directly

from their very general theorems.

§2 is devoted to the behavior of solutions of

d2u du
(1.4) -h b(x) — + c(x)u = Xm

dx2 dx

with X>l.u.b. c(x) for xE[rx, r2] under various conditions on b(x). Some

properties of the Green functions are derived in §3 and used in §4 to obtain

information about the spectrum of ft. In §4 we also state properties of the

solutions of (1.4) which hold for all real X and are not covered by §2. Some of

these are known, but since the proofs are simple, it seems desirable to include

them for completeness. §§5 and 6 are devoted exclusively to the expansion

theorems.

2. Classification of boundaries. In [l] Feller has given a classification of

boundaries for operators of the types (1.1) and (1.2) with c(x)=0. For the

time being we shall be interested in (1.1) alone. With only minor alterations

in his proofs we can show that the four categories he has considered have the

same properties in the case of the more general c(x)EC[rlt r2]. Since the

changes required are so slight, we omit the proofs in I-IV below.

Notation. We let Lp[g, a, b] denote the space of measurable functions f for

which fa\f(x) | 'g(x)dx< oo.

For simplicity we assume that 0£(/i, ri) and define B(x) =f$(s)ds. We

give the classification for the boundary r2. The only changes required for rx

are to interchange the subscripts 1 and 2 and the words nonincreasing and
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nondecreasing in the statements below. In what follows c+ denotes the posi-

tive part of c; both c and c+ are elements of C[ru r2].

I. The boundary r2 is called regular if

(2.1) «*<*> G 7.(0, r2)    and    e~B^ G L(0, r2).

Ii X>||c+|| then (1.4) has two nonincreasing solutions Ui(x) and w2(x)

with Ui(x)—*0, eB(x)u{ (x)—>— 1 as x—vr2 and u2(x)—A., eBix)u2 (x)—>0 as x—*r2.

Each solution is bounded in [0, r2], but is non-negative and nonincreasing if

and only if u=pxUi+p2u2 with pj^O.

II. r2is an exit boundary if it is not regular and

(2.2) «-*•» f  eB^ds G 7,(0, r2)(2).
J o

If X>||c+|| then each solution u(x) of (1.4) is bounded in [0, r2]; there

exists a nonincreasing solution w2(x) such that u2(x) —>0, cB(i)m2 (x)—* — a^O

as x—*r2 and u2GL(eB, 0, r2). No independent solution tends to 0 as x—>r2 or

is in L(eB, 0, r2).

III. r2 is an entrance boundary if it is not regular and

(2.3) *»<-"> f  e~B^ds G L(0, r2)(2).
J o

If X>||c+|| then (1.4) has a nonincreasing solution «2(x) with m2(x)—>1,

eB(x)u2 (x)—>0 as x—>r2. No independent solution is bounded in [0, r2], but

every solution u(x) satisfies uGL(eB, 0, r2): furthermore limx^r2 u'(x)eBM

exists and is finite.

IV. r2 is a natural boundary in all other cases.

Ii X>||c+||, then (1.4) has a nonincreasing solution u2 with w2(x) —>0,

eB(-x)u2 (x)—>0 as x—>r2 and u2GL(eB, f\, r2); no independent solution is in

L(eB, 0, r2).

If (1.4) has two independent solutions in L2(eB, 0, rf) for some value of X,

then we say, following Weyl [8], that (1.1) is of the limit circle type at r>;

otherwise (1.1) is said to be of the limit point type at r,-. It is easily shown,

using the method of proof given in [4, p. 61 ], that if two independent solu-

tions are in L2(eB, 0, r/) for one value of X, the same is true for all values of X.

The following theorem gives the connection between this classification and

that of Feller in I-IV.

Theorem 2.1. If tj is a regular boundary, then (1.1) is of limit circle type at

r,. If rj is either an exit or a natural boundary, then (1.1) is of limit point type

at rj. If rj is an entrance boundary, then (1.1) is of the limit circle type at rt if

and only if

(J) Condition (2.2) is equivalent to eB^fl'e~BMdsGL(f), r2) and condition (2.3) is equiva-

lent to e-B<*>f,'eBMdsGL(P, r2).
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(2.4) es<*>rr  e-Bf«><fc]   EL(0,r,).

Proof. For simplicity, we consider the boundary r2. We need check these

statements for one value of X only. Assume that X>||c+||. That a regular

boundary is of limit circle type follows directly from I above.

If r2 is an exit boundary, we note that (2.2) implies that e~Blx)EL(0, r2).

Therefore, since r2 is not regular, eBEL(0, ri). A positive nondecreasing solu-

tion Mi of (1.4) for X>||c+|| is obtained by prescribing mx(0) >0 and u[ (0) >0,

because no solution of (1.4) for X>||e+|| can have a positive maximum.

Clearly UxEL2(eB, 0, r2). If r2 is a natural boundary, construct Ux in the same

way. By IV above, UxEL(eB, 0, r2) and hence UxEL2(eB, 0, r2).

If r2 is an entrance boundary, then eBEL(0, r2) and e~BEL(0, r2). h

u2 is defined as in III, then it is easily verified that an independent solution.

Ux is given by

/> x g—B(j)-ds.
o   u2(s)

Now 0<m^M2(x) g:M< oo for xE[0, r2] so that

m   Cx M r x

(2.6) - I    e~B^ds ^ ux(x) S — I    e~B^ds.
M2 Jo m2Jo

Thus UxEL2(eB, 0, r2) if and only if (2.4) holds.

In this paper we shall deal only with regular, exit, and entrance bound-

aries. A study of natural boundaries is in progress, but will be deferred to a

later paper.

Finally, we make a few remarks concerning the domains of fl and fl*.

We wish to consider fl as an operator from C[ri, r2] to itself. The domain of fl

consists of those elements FEC[rlt r2] for which flA(x) is continuous at each

point xE(rx, ri) and for which \\mx^rflF(x) =lj exists and is finite. We define

flA(rj) =/,-, so that flF(EC[ri, r2]. If rj is an entrance boundary, we can say a

bit more about the domain. Suppose, for example, that r2 is an entrance

boundary and that flP=/GC[ri, r2]. It is easily verified that

F(x) = F(0) + eB^F'(x) f  e~B^ds

(2.7)

+  f  e-B(->Us f  eB^{c(t)F(t) - f(t)}dl.

From (2.3)(2) the limit as x^r2 of the third term on the right exists. On the

other hand e~BEL(0, r2); otherwise, r2 would be a regular boundary since

(2.3) implies that eBEL(0, ri). Therefore, in order that FEC[rx, r2] it is
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necessary that \imx^Ti{F'(x)eBM} =0. We have thus shown that if r,- is an

entrance boundary and T^Gdomain fi, then limI.ry{7i''(x)eB(x)} =0.

On the other hand, we wish to consider fi* as an operator from L(r\, r2)

to itself. The domain of fi* consists of those elements GGL(ri, r2) for which

G' — b(x)G(x) is absolutely continuous on [rx, r2]. For such G we clearly have

fi*G£Z(ri, r2). If Tj is an exit boundary, we can give more information

about the domain of fi*. Suppose that r2 is an exit boundary, and denote

G'(x) — b(x)G(x) by <£>(x). It is easily seen that

/>   X /»   X /%   X f\   X

G(x)dx = e~B^G(x)-  I    eB<-')ds -  I    eBMds J    ^(t)erB^dt.
o J o J o J«

If GG domain fi*, then ^GC[ru r2] and by (2.2)(2) the second integral on

the right approaches a limit as x—>r2. Since eBGL(0, r2), we must have

lim,..,.,{G(x)e~B<-x)} =0 in order that G be in L(ru r2). In other words, if rj is

an exit boundary and GG domain fi*, then limx^ri{G(x)e~Bix)} =0.

3. The Green functions. The properties of the Green functions will play

an important role in our treatment of the eigenfunction expansions. We de-

fine, following Feller [l],

Definition 3.1. Suppose that X^||c+|| (see beginning of §2) and that Ui(x)

is a non-negative, nondecreasing solution of (1.4), while u2(x) is a non-negative,

nonincreasing solution of (1.4). We assume that the Ui are normed so that

u2(0)u{ (0)— ui(0)u2 (0) = 1. Then the function,

(3 1) G(x    ■ X) =  iUlWuWM> x=y'

y Ui(*)«i(y)eB(»\ x £ y,

is called a regular Green function for (1.1).

We shall treat (1.4) only under certain boundary conditions which will be

given below. Imposing such a condition means that we are dealing with a

contraction of fi. For example, if we wish to solve (1.4) under the boundary

condition y(/i) =y(r2) —0, then we are actually solving

(3.2) Xy - Uy = 0,

where £2 is the contraction of fi to the set of functions FG domain fi for which

F(ri) = F(r2) =0.

The boundary conditions we consider in this paper will depend on the

nature of the coefficient b(x) at the boundaries. If rjt for j = l and/or 2 is a

regular boundary, we shall impose a so-called "elastic barrier" condition,

(3.3) qiy(r,) + (-iVPi lim {«■<»>/(*)} = 0,

where O^py/g,-^ oo. In case r;- is an exit boundary, we shall impose the so-

called "absorbing barrier" condition,

(3.4) y(r,) = 0.
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If fy is an entrance boundary, we need impose no boundary condition at rj,

as will be seen in the subsequent developments. We point out here that if

yEC[rx, r2] satisfies (3.2), then by our remarks at the end of §2, it follows

that if rj is an entrance boundary, the condition

(3.5) lim {«■<*>/(*)} = 0
t-r,

is automatically satisfied. This is the "reflecting barrier" condition.

As mentioned above, it is convenient to introduce an operator fl, which

takes into account-the boundary conditions.

Definition 3.2. We define 0 to be the contraction of the operator fl to the set

of functions FE domain fl (defined at the end of §2) for which

(i) condition (3.3) is satisfied with F = y for a given pair of real numbers

Pi, 1ifor which O^pj/qjf^ oo , whenever rj is a regular boundary;

(ii) condition (3.4) is satisfied with F = y if rj is an exit boundary.

If rx and r2 are both entrance boundaries, then we define fl = fl.

From now on we shall use the notation fl with the understanding that it

should be interpreted according to the nature of the boundaries; for example,

if rx is an exit boundary and r2 is an entrance boundary, then £2 is the con-

traction of fl to the set of functions FE domain fl for which F(ri) =0.

The following theorem gives additional information about the regular

Green functions. From now on we assume pj and qj to be fixed.

Theorem 3.1. If G(x, y; X) is defined as in Definition 3.1 and if neither
boundary is regular, then for eachfEC[rx, r2] and X>||c+||,

(3.6) F(x) =  fr'G(x,y;\)f(y)dy
J ri

is in domain fl and is the unique solution in C[rlt r2] of

(3.7) \F - QF = f.

Moreover,

(3-8) (X - |HI)IHI ^ 11/11-
If rj is a regular boundary for j=l and/or 2 then among the regular Green func-

tions there is one and only one for which the above conclusion is true.

Proof. A proof of this theorem can be found in [l, §§13, 14 and 15], for

c = 0. The modifications required for this case are minor ones.

Definition 3.3. Given pj, qj, and fl defined as in Definition 3.2, let G(x, y; X)

be the regular Green function described in Theorem 3.1. We define a new kernel,

(3.9) K(x, y; X) = G(x, y; X)«"«

associated with fl.
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Theorem 3.2. If neither boundary is natural, then for each X*>||c+||,

(3.10) I=f     f   K2(x, y;\*)eB<-*'>eB(v'>dxdy < oo.
J n J n

Proof. Defining Mi and m2 as in Definition 3.1, we have

/=  f *ipwufa) f *ul(s)ePMds\dx
(3.11) Jn   l Jx '

+ f 'ie^^u^x) f  u\(s)e*<»ds\dx.

Since Mi and m2 are monotonic we have

(3.12) f   K2(x,y;\*)eB^dy^Ux(x)ut(x)f   K(x, y;\*)eBMdy.
J n J n

Therefore by (3.8),

/'r2 Ux(x)u2(x)
K\x, y; \*)dy i     V      ,       •

r, X+ —   ||C+||

By I—III of §2,

/> n Ux(x)u2(x)eB^dx < oo,
ri

which completes the proof.

For later convenience we make the definition:

Definition 3.4. Given fl defined as in Definition 3.2, we define Q* to be

the operator fl* in (1.2) contracted to the subset of functions G in L(rx, r2) for

which GEdomain fl* and

(3.15) o)limG(x)e-B^> + (-l)'>,lim [G'(x) - b(x)G(x)] = 0

if rj is a regular boundary;

(3.16) lim [G'(x) - b(x)G(x)] = 0

if rj is an entrance boundary. If both rx and r2 are exit boundaries then fl* = fl*.

4. The eigenfunctions of fl. In this section we wish to show that the

eigenfunctions in L2(eB, rx, r2) of the integral operator with kernel A(x, y; X*)

with X*>||c+|| (see beginning of §2) are the same as those of fl in C[ri, r2\. In

Lemmas 4.1-4.3, we state a few properties of solutions of (4.1), which hold

for all real X.

Lemma 4.1. If rj is an exit boundary, then in [0, rj] for each real X,
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(a) every solution of

d2y dy
(4.1) -/- + b(x) -f + c(x)y = Xy

dx2 dx

has at most a finite number of zeros;

(b) every solution is bounded;

(c) there exists a solution yGC[0, rj] for which y(r}) =0 and yGL(eB,0, r,.).

No independent solution has either of these properties.

Proof, (a) It suffices to prove (a) for X<— |[c||, for (4.1) can be written

d(eBy')/dx= {X — c(x) }eBy, and the assertion for X^ — ||e|| would then follow

by the Sturm comparison theorem. Suppose that there exists a solution y(x)

of (4.1) with X<—||c|| having infinitely many zeros in [0, r2], for example.

Let xo>0 be a point at which y(x) has a relative maximum. From X — c(x) <0

we see that y(x) cannot have a negative maximum; hence y(xo) >0. Let xt be

the next point after x0 for which y(xx) =0. Since y(x) can have no positive

minimum, it must be nonincreasing (xo, Xi), and we have

0 < y(x0) =    f   e~B^ds f    [c(t) - X]y(/)<?»«><tt

(4.2) J"

g y(x0) f   e-B^ds f   [c(t) - \]e*<'>dt.
" 1 " zo

Therefore, letting f3 = max [c(t)— X]<oo for0^^r2,

1        Cri C
(4.3) — -  I     e~BU)ds I    es^dt.

p      J x„ J Xo

For an oscillatory solution Xo can be chosen as near to r2 as we please; this,

however, contradicts (2.2). From now on we assume j = 2 for simplicity.

(b) From §2, we may suppose X^||c+||. It follows from part (a) that if

y(x) is a solution of (4.1), then there exists a point if such that y(x) is of con-

stant sign in [£, r2], say y(x) >0. Let u(x) be a solution of (4.1) with X>[|c+||

such that u(i;)=y(!;) and u'(!;) = y'(%). Then by a well-known argument,

u(x)>y(x) in [ij, r2]. Since u(x) is bounded in [£, r2] (cf. II, §2) the result

follows.

(c) First we show that there exists a solution w(x) such that w(x)—>1

as x—>r2 by the method of successive approximations. It is sufficient to con-

struct such a solution in an interval [77, r2] in which

(4.4) f   e~BMds f   e*(i) | c(t) - X | dt < e < 1.
J x J -n

We define
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(4.5)     wo(x) = 1, wn+x(x) = 1 + f "'e~B^ds f  «■<«>[«;(/) - \]wn(t)dt.
J   x J   ,

It is easily verified that \wn(x)—wn-x(x)\<en for xE[i], rz] and since

0<e<l, wn converges to a limit function w. Since | w„(x)| <1/(1 —e) in \n, r2],

we conclude by dominated convergence in (4.5) that w(x) is a solution of

(4.1) with lim^rj w(x) =1. Clearly wEL2(eB, 0, r2) since eBEL[0, r2].

We now construct a solution y(x) with y(r2) =0. Choose -q so that M> w(x)

>m>0 in [tj, r2]. Define

/"»  e"BMds
{   , . ,, ' V ^ x g r2.

x     [w(s)\2

Then y(x) is a solution of (4.1) with y(r2) =0, and

/. r« M rr* /""»
eB^y(x)dx ^ — I     e8^)^ I     e'BWdt < oo.

, m2 J „ J,

Therefore yEL(eB, 0, r2), and since y is bounded we have yEL2(eB, 0, r2).

Lemma 4.2. If rj is an entrance boundary, then in [0, rj] for each real X

(d) every solution of (4.1) has at most a finite number of zeros;

(e) there exists a bounded solution yj with limx,rj. eBMyj (x) =0. No inde-

pendent solution is bounded in [0, rj], but limI<ry eB{x)y'(x) exists for each in-

dependent solution y and is finite and different from zero.

Proof, (d) Let us suppose that r2, for example, is an entrance boundary and

that there exists a solution with infinitely many zeros in (0, r2). As pointed

out in the proof of part (a), it is sufficient to prove that this is impossible for

X<— ||e||. From (2.7) with F = y and/=Xy we have, after a change of the

order of integration in the last integral,

y(x) = y(0) + eB(x)y'(x) f  e~B^ds
J o

(4.8)

+  f   ̂ ("{cWytt) - \y(t)}dt f e-B^ds.
Jo J a

Now let Xk be a point at which y(x) has a relative minimum and xk+x the first

point after xk where y(x) has a relative maximum. Since X —c(x)<0, y'(xk)

= y'(xji+i)=0, y"(xk)>0, y"(x*+i)<0, we conclude that M*=y(xt)<0 and

p4+i=y(x*+i)>0. From (4.8) we have, letting 8 = max {c(t)—\} lorrx^t^r2,

/xk+l /» t

«■<«>{ c(<) - \}y(t)dt I   e-*i»ds

^8\Pk+x-Pk}  f     l*Wdt f e-B^ds,
J xk Jo
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or

(4.10) ~-\        eBi')dt I   e~BWds-

For an oscillatory solution xk can be chosen arbitrarily close to r2 but this

contradicts (2.3).

(e) We can again construct a bounded solution by the method of succes-

sive approximations. Suppose r2 is an entrance boundary. We define

(4.11) w0(x) a 1, Wn(x) = 1 +  f    e-BWdt f    wn-i(s){c(s) - X}eB^ds.

It is sufficient to construct a bounded solution in some neighborhood [rf, r2].

We shall find it convenient to choose 17 so that for xG [if, r2],

(4.12) f   e~B^dt f    I c(s) - X \ eB^ds < e < 1.

We then have \wi(x)— Wo(x)| <e and by induction \wn+i(x)— wn(x)\ <en+1

for xG [ii f2]- Hence w„(x) converges to a limit function w(x). Since | wn(x) \

<1/(1 —«), for xG[i?, rz], we conclude by dominated convergence in (4.11)

that w is a solution of (4.1) with lim,,,., w(x) =1. Our first statement in part

(e) is then proved setting w = y2.

If y(x) is a bounded solution of (4.1), then from (4.8) it follows that if

r2 is an entrance boundary lim,..,., y'(x)eB<-x) =0. Otherwise y(x) would be un-

bounded in [0, r2] by the definition of an entrance boundary and our assump-

tion that c(x)GC[ru r2]. If there were a solution y(x) independent of y2(x)

and bounded in [0, r2], then

(4.13) lim {yi(x)y'(x)eB^ - y(x)yl (x)eB<-x'1} = 0.

This, however, is impossible since the product of eB{x) and the Wronskian of

y and y2 is a nonzero constant. Therefore no solution independent of y2 is

bounded in [0, r2].

We can now prove our final statement that lim^,., y'(x)eB(x> =cf£0 for

an unbounded solution y. Choose x0 large enough that y2(x)>0 in [xo, r2].

Then a solution y(x) independent of y2(x) is given by

J1 x -BU)   -2
e       y2 (s)ds

*»

for xG [^0, ^2]. For this solution,

(4.15) y'(x)eB(x) = yi (x)^ j"' i*™" yl\s)ds + [y2(x)V\
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Now y2(x)—>1 as x—*r2.  It follows from  (4.8)  with y—y2 that y2 (x)eBix)

= o{(f*xoe-B)-1}. Hence linw, y'(x)eB™ = l.

This completes the proof of Lemma 4.2.

Lemma 4.3. If X is real and rj is a regular boundary, then in [0, r,-] each

solution of (4.1) is bounded and has at most a finite number of zeros.

Proof. The proof of this lemma is the same as that of Lemma 4.1 parts

(a) and (b).

These lemmas make it possible to prove the main result of this section.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose \*>||e+|| and K(x, y; X*) is defined according to

Definition 3.3; then </>„(x) is an eigenfunction in C[ru r2] of fi corresponding to

the eigenvalue X„ if and only if <pnGL2(eB, ri, r2) and

(4.16) <pn(x) = (X* - X„) f   K(x, y; X*)<bn(y)eB^dy.
J Tl

Proof. We first note that I-III, §2 imply that ii has no eigenvalues larger

than ||c+||. The necessity of the two conditions then follows from Lemmas

4.1 and 4.2 and the definition of the Green function.

Suppose now that <pnGL2(eB, rx, r2) and (4.9) holds. By the definition of

K(x, y; X*), we have

*.(*) = (X* - X.) [«,(*) f  u1(s)<bn(s)eBMds

(4.17)

u2(s)<t>n(s)eB^ds].
x

The integrals in (4.10) exist for each xG(?"i, f2) by Schwarz's inequality and

the properties of Ui and u2 stated in I-III, §2. Therefore <f>„(x) is continuous

in (ri, r2), and

4>/(x) = (x* - x„) r«2'(x) r MiW^w^wjs

(4.18)

+ u{(x) f 'ut(s)4>n(s)e*Mds~\.

Let us consider the boundary r2 for simplicity. If r2 is entrance limit cir-

cle, then both «i and u2GL2(eB, 0, r2); furthermore, lim*.,., eBMu2 (x) =0 and

lim^.rj eB<-x)u{(x) exists. It follows then from (4.11) that eBMcpn' (x)—>0 as

x—>r2 and <pnGC[Q, r2].

If r2 is of the entrance limit point or the exit type at r2, then the very

fact that </>„(x) is a solution in (0, r2) of 4.1 for X=X„ with <pnGL2(eB, r\, r2)

implies by Lemmas 4.1  (c) and 4.2 (e) that 0„(x) satisfies the appropriate
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boundary conditions at r2.

If r2 is regular, then from (4.10) it follows that <pnEC[0, r2]; the result

then follows from Theorem 3.1 and the two preceding paragraphs.

We can now make several useful observations about the eigenfunctions

and eigenvalues of 0. First of all, it is easily verified that if /r?A(x, y; X*)

■f(y)eBWdy = 0 for some fEL2(eB, rx, r2) then/(x) =0 almost everywhere. From

this and Theorem 3.2 we conclude that the values of X„ for which (4.9) holds

form a denumerably infinite discrete set such that

00

(4.19) Zl'<».
n=0

Finally, since ||c+|| is an upper bound for the eigenvalues of fl, there must be

an N such that

(4.20) X„ < 0, n ^ N.

The eigenfunctions <pn of (4.9), which are also eigenfunctions of fl, contain

an orthonormal system with weight eB, which is complete in L2(eB, rx, r2).

That Theorem 4.1 is not true under general boundary conditions may be

illustrated as follows: if both boundaries are exit boundaries and c(x)=0,

then 1 is an eigenfunction in C[rlt r2] of fl under the boundary condition

linv^e^M^x) =0, corresponding to the eigenvalue X=0; however,

l&L2(eB, rx, ri).

5. Expansions in eigenfunctions of fl.

Lemma 5.1. The operator fl of Definition 3.2 is the infinitesimal generator

of a semi-group { Tt} from C[rx, r2\ to itself, strongly continuous at t = 0, except

when pj=0 in (3.2) or when rj is an exit boundary; in this case the statement is

true if C[rx, r2] is replaced by the subspace of functions vanishing at rj. The semi-

group has the further properties:

(5-1) ||7V||g||/||e*<

where k = \\c+\\ (defined at the beginning of §2), and

(5.2) /^o->r,/^o.

The resolvent of { Tt} is the transformation/—»P given by (3.6). The infinitesimal

generator of the adjoint semi-group {T*} from L(rlt ri) to itself is the operator

fl* defined in Definition 3.4.

Proof. All the statements except the last follow directly from the Hille-

Yosida Theorem and Theorem 3.1. The proof of the last statement is the

same as that given in [l ] for the case c = 0.

Definition 5.1. With the operator Q we associate a Banach space X given by:

(1) C[rlt r2] if p,-9*0 in (3.3) or if rj is not an exit boundary; (2) the subspace
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°f C [rx, r2 ] of functions vanishing at rj if pj = 0in (3.3), or if r, is an exit bound-

ary.

Lemma 5.2. If neither boundary is natural, then for fEX we have

(5.3) Ttf(x) =   f *f(y)T(x, y; t^^dy, t > 0,
J n

where

oo

(5.4) T(x, y;t) = I>„(*)4>„(yV»'.
71=0

For each t>0, the series in (5.4) converges uniformly in the region rx^l^r2 if

neither boundary is of entrance type; otherwise, the series converges uniformly in

the region ri ^ J ̂  ri where rj 9* rj if rj is an entrance boundary. The representa-

tion (5.3) holds for xE [rx, r2] in the former case and for x£ [r{ , ri ] in the latter.

Proof. We first prove (5.3) for a function g(x) which vanishes in the neigh-

borhood of fj if rj is an exit boundary. Suppose that g(x) ^0 for x in some

interval [51, s2}. Our first step will be to investigate the convergence of the

series,

(5.5) i(g,<l>i)<i>n(x)e^t
n-0

where

(5.6) (g, <pn) =  f \(x)<pn(x)eB^dx.
J r.

Since g vanishes outside [st, s2],we know that gEE2(eB, rlt r2), and therefore

that (g, </>„)—»0 as n—*oo. Furthermore, it follows from (4.16) and (3.13) that

(5.7) \<bn(x)\   £ M\\«\, n> no,

for x in any closed interval not containing an entrance boundary. Therefore,

the series (5.5) for each t>0 converges uniformly in [r{, ri ], since (4.19)

and (4.20) hold.

We can show in addition that (5.5) converges to P<g(x) in [ri, ri ], by

showing that it converges in the mean of L2(eB, rx, r2) to Ttg(x). By Lemma

5.1, the infinitesimal generator of the adjoint semigroup { Tt*} is fl*. Moreover,

it is easily verified that if X„<£„ — fl0» = O, then X„(<£„eB) -fl*(<MB) =0. By
Lemmas 4.1—4.3, <pneBEL(rx, r2). Therefore,

(5.8) f \Ttg)<pne* =  f '*rV*») = eXnl f \<t>*<P-
J rx J r, J ri
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This shows that TtgGL2(eB, r\, r2) and (5.5) therefore converges in the mean

of L2(eB, ft, r2) to Ttg by the last paragraph of §4.

All we must show now is that integration and summation may be inter-

changed in (5.5). Letting SN(x, y) be the Nth partial sum of (5.4), we have for

fixed xG[r{, ri ],

(5.9) f   Sl(x, y)eB^dy g Y {<*>»(*)}V*»< < oo.
J Ti n-0

Since gGL2(eB, S\, s2) and g vanishes outside [si, s2], we have

Ttg(x) = lim   f   g(y)SN(x, y)eB^dy
AT— J r,

(5.10)

=  f   g(y) lim SN(x, y)eB^dy =  f   g(y)r(x, y; /)«■<»><**
J ri JV-.« J Tl

by a well-known theorem (cf. [7, p. 139]).

We have now proved the theorem for functions which vanish in the

neighborhood of an exit boundary. To prove the representation in the general

case, it will be enough to prove it for/^0 in X. We can form a sequence of

functions g,(x) GX vanishing in the neighborhood of rj if r,- is an exit bound-

ary, and satisfying

,- iU Um||«,-/|| =°
(3.11; >■-»»

and

(5.12) 0 ^ g,(x) ^ gr+i(x) Z f(x).

From (5.2) and (5.10), it follows that

T(x, y; t) g: 0.

Therefore, since Tt is a continuous transformation, (5.3) follows from (5.10)

and monotonic convergence.

Theorem 5.1. If neither boundary is natural, then each fGX can be ex-

pressed as

(5.13) f(x) = lim   f r/(y) I" Y ^'<t>n(x)<t>n(y)] eB^dy,
t-*o  J n L n-o J

the convergence as t-+0 being uniform for xG [fi, r2] if neither boundary is an

entrance boundary; the convergence as t—*0 is uniform for xG[r{, r2 ] with

rj r^rj if rj is an entrance boundary.
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Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.2, (5.1), and the

strong continuity of { Tt} at t = 0 for fEX.

Lemma 5.3. Suppose that each boundary is either a regular or an entrance

boundary. Let [ri , ri ] denote a closed interval contained in [rx, r2] with rj 9*rj

if rj is an entrance boundary. Then for each fEX we have

(5.14) 7,/(*) = f>„(x)(/, tf,„)e*»<,
n=0

where (f, <j>n) is defined as in (5.6). For each t>0 the series in (5.14) converges

uniformly in [r[ , ri].

Proof. By Lemma 5.2, all we need show is that for xE [ri, ri ]

f   /(y) [ lim   £ <t>n(x)<t>n(y)e^'] eB^dy

(5.15) J" L^"-° J
= lim   X) ex»'<bn(x) I     f(y)<t>n(y)eB^dy.

Af->» „_o J n

Under our hypotheses, we have

/ E L^e8, n, ri).

Furthermore, (5.9) holds for fixed xE[rl, ri ], so that by the theorem we

have quoted before in [7, p. 139], we conclude that (5.15) holds. This com-

pletes the proof.

Theorem 5.2. If each boundary is either entrance or regular, then each fEX

has the expansion

(5.16) /(*) = lim   £* <Pn(x)(f, <bn)e^',
t->0    n-0

where ^,t-o coincides with ^"_0 unless x = rj with rj an entrance boundary,

in which case

00 oo

(5.17) E* 0»(r,•)(/, <t>i)e^' = lim   £ 4>n(x)(J, 4>n)e^'.
n-0 *-*rt   t.^0

The limit as /—>0 in (5.16) is uniform for xE [rx, r2]. For each t>0, the con-

vergence of the series is described in Lemma 5.3.

Proof. This theorem follows immediately from Lemma 5.3, combined with

the strong continuity of {Tt} at t = 0.

Under certain additional hypotheses in the cases of entrance and exit

boundaries, the expansion theorems can be somewhat strengthened. In the

next theorem we give a set of sufficient conditions for improving the results
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Theorem 5.3. Suppose that each boundary is either an exit boundary satisfy-

ing

(5.18) <rB<*> j   f eP^ds1   G 1(0, r,),

an entrance limit circle, or a regular boundary; then (5.14) holds for each

xG[ri, r2], the series converging uniformly for xG[ri, r2]. Consequently, each

fGX has the expansion

00

(5.19) /(*) = lim   Y *»(*)(/. <t>n)e^1
I-M)    „=o

the limit as t-+0 being uniform for xG \ri, r2].

Proof. Suppose first that r2 is entrance limit circle. Under this condition'

we can show that (5.7) holds in [0, r2]. Since <pn(x) is an eigenfunction of fi-

we have

lim <t>'n(x)eBM = 0.
x-»r.

Therefore,

(5.20) - *„' (x)e*<*> = j * [X„ - c(s)]<*>„(*)** (j)<k-

Integrating once more and using (4.16) and (3.13), we have

I «-(*)|   =   |*»(0)-    f   [Xn - c(s)]<bn(s)eB^ds f 'e~B^di\
Jo Jo

(5.21)

=    1  ">~ \     «i(0)M2(°) + (I ^ I + ||c||)  f ne*<->ds
I X* —  k I J0

■[/.''*■*]'■

Since the integral on the extreme right converges by Theorem 2.1, we have

(5.7) holding in [0, r2]. From (4.16) and (3.13) and §2, I and II, we know

this to hold also if r2 is either an exit or a regular boundary. Summing up, we

have shown that under the hypotheses of this theorem (5.7) holds for xG [ri, r2]

with M independent of x and n.

We shall now prove a similar result for the generalized Fourier coefficients;

namely, that under the hypotheses of this theorem,

(5.22) f 21 f(x)4>n(x) I eBiX)dx = C||/||x', n > N0,
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for fEX, with C independent of x and n.
If neither boundary is an exit boundary, then there is no difficulty, since

the left side of (5.22) is then bounded by ||/|| \Jrr\eB^dx]112. Now suppose that

r2 is an exit boundary; then

(5.23) <j>n(x) = - 0„'(O) f '«-*<•>& - f \\n - c(s)] e-»Mds f'e*™4>n(t)dt.
J  x J  x J 0

Therefore, from (5.23) and a change in the order of integration, we have

r210„(x) i *■<*><** ^ i ̂  (o) i r v<*> r c v-*^*] <**
(5.24) Jo Jo     LJ;2       J

+ Jf |X»| • (| X» | +\\c\\)f \-B^dsl J  *»<*><*x~| ,

where Af is the constant we found in the first part of the proof. It follows from

(4.18) that 10n' (0) | =Ci|XB| for n sufficiently large. Since the two integrals

in (5.24) converge, we have proved (5.22).

From what we have just proved, combined with (4.19) and (4.20), we

conclude that for each />0, the series on the right-hand side of (5.19) con-

verges uniformly for xG [ri, r2] and defines a bounded transformation from

X to X. This transformation agrees with Tt on the set of functions fEX

which are also in L2(eB, rx, ri); since this set is dense in X, it follows that Tt

must be given by the series on the right of (5.19). The conclusion of the theo-

rem then follows from the strong continuity of {P«} att = 0.

If pj = 0 in (3.3) or if rj is an exit boundary forj = 1 and/or 2, then A is a

proper subspace of C[ri, r2]. The following theorem extends Theorem 5.1 to

a wide class of functions outside the space X.

Theorem 5.4. If f(x) is a bounded measurable function on [rx, r2], and

neither boundary is natural, then (5.13) holds at every point of continuity

xE(rx, ri). The convergence as t—>0 is bounded uniformly in x.

Proof. We have already observed that T(x, y; t) ^0. We shall now show

that

(5.25) ° =  f   Tix< y< l)^(v)dy = 1-

This needs proof, of course, only if A" is a proper subspace of C[rx, r2]. We

can approximate the function /(x)=l  pointwise by a sequence gr(x)EX

satisfying (5.12); this immediately gives (5.25) by monotonic convergence.

It is now easy to show that

(5.26) lim   f   Y(xo, y;t)eB^)dy = 1
1-.0   J r,
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for XoG(ri, r2). Let hGX with h(x) — I and h(xo) = l for some x0G(/i, r2);

from (5.25) we have

(5.27) f 2A(y)r(x„, y;t)eB^dy ^  f 2T(xo, y; t)e*Mdy ;g 1,
J T\ J ri

and since the limit as /—»0 of the left side is 1 by Theorem 5.1, we conclude

that (5.26) holds.
We have now proved the theorem for functions in the subspace C of

C[ri, r2], defined by

(5.28) C[ru r2] = {f\fGC[ru r2]    and   /(/,) = f(r2)}.

To obtain the result for a general bounded measurable function, we can

choose two functions gi and g2 in C[ri, r2] satisfying

(5.29) gi(x) g f(x) =g g2(x),

and

(5.30) gi(xo) = f(xo), 3 = 1,2,

for a given XoG(/i, r2) which is a point of continuity of/(x). Since from (5.25)

J   gt(y)r(xo, y, t)e*Mdy = j   f(y)T(xt, y; t^^dy

(5.31)

^  f   g2(y)r(x0, y; WWy,

the result follows from the preceding part of the proof. That the convergence

is bounded follows from (5.25).

6. Expansions in eigenfunctions of 0*. These expansion theorems follow

almost directly from those of §5.

Suppose we are given a set of boundary conditions of type (3.15)—(3.16).

We let Y denote the space of totally finite signed measures on the interval

[ri, r2], unless pj = 0 in (3.15) or rj is an exit boundary; in these cases let F

denote the space of measures which give the point r,- zero measure.

As we have observed before [preceding (5.8) ], if </>„ is an eigenfunction of

fi corresponding to the eigenvalue X„, then

(6.1) *» = «"*„

is an eigenfunction of fi*. Therefore the eigenfunctions of fi* contain an

orthonormal set {ypn} with weight function e~B, complete in L2(e~B, r\, r2).

Theorem 6.1. For each y.GY, we have

(6.2) lim   [ 'f(y)dy r\YyPn(x)iPn(yW"']e-BMdxn=  [r*f(y)dyn
«—0   J r, J r,   |_n=0 J J ti

for every fGX.
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Proof. From Lemma 5.2, we conclude that the convergence as I—>0 in

(5.13) is bounded in x. Therefore, (6.2) follows from an application of

Fubini's theorem, (6.1), and bounded convergence.

Theorem 6.2. Given pEY, let p(x) denote p [0, x]; if xx and x2 are points of

continuity of p(x), then

/■ xs /• rj r    oo -i

dy j Z tn(y)4<n(x)e^>   e~B^dlV. = n(x2) - p(xx).
xi      J ri   L n-o J

Proof. Let/(x) be the characteristic function of [xi, x2]. The result then

follows from Theorem 5.4, Fubini's theorem, and bounded convergence.

It is easily verified that the adjoint semi-group to {Tt} is given by

T*p(S) =  f dy f    T(x, y; Oe^^xM
(6.4) Js     J-

=  f dy f   I '£in(y)Mx)e^t\e-BMdxP.
J S        J ri   L n-0 J

The range of T* lies in the space Y' of absolutely continuous measures (see

[l; Theorem 13.3]); the semi-group contracted to this space forms a semi-

group which is strongly continuous at the origin. Since Y' is equivalent to

the space L[rx, r2], we can state the following theorems:

Theorem 6.3. If neither boundary is natural and gEL(rx, r2), then,

(6.5) g(y) = l.i.m.  f *g(x)\ £ ^(x)^n(y)eWl <rBU)dx.
i->0     J rx L  n=0 J

Theorem 6.4. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 5.3, if gEL(rx, ri) then

00

(6.6) g = l.i.m. X) Wg, Wex"',
'->0     n-0

where

(6.7) (g.fi) =  f 2g(x),r<n(x)e-BMdx =  f   g(x)4>n(x)dx.
J rx J rx

The series in (6.6) converges in the mean of L(rx, ri) for each t>0.

Proof. The proof of this theorem follows easily from the information

about <pn which was developed in the proof of Theorem 5.3.

Added in proof. Some of our results overlap those contained in [9], which

appeared in print after the present paper was submitted.
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